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FIRST REPORT OF LIAISON COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTIC RADIO
RESEARCH

1. Purpose and organization of I time its findings and recommendations
committee for the information and guidance of

all concerned .
The past few years have witnessed Following is a list of the members
substantial progress in the applica of the committee and the organiza
tion of radio to aeronautics and have tions by which they were designated :
demonstrated the fact that we must Harry H . Blee , director of aeronauticlook to radio to overcome a number development Department of Commerce,
of obstacles standing in the way of chairman .
the highest degree of safety and re Dr. J . H . Dellinger , research division ,
liability in air transportation . Never Aeronautics Branch , Department of Com

merce , secretary .
theless , aeronautic radio is still in its Lleut. Commander D. B . Duncan , Bureau
infancy . of Aeronautics , Navy Department .
Spurred on by a realization of the F . C . Hingsburg , airways division , Aero

nautics Branch , Department of Commerce
imperative need of further develop ( H. J . Walls , alternate ) .
ment in this field , governmental and Herbert Hoover , jr ., Aeronautical Cham
industrial organizations are carrying ber of Commerce of America ( H . C. Leu

teritz , alternate ) .
on considerable research . In order to Dr. Lewis M . Hull , Radio Manufacturers
assist in focusing this work on the Association

early solution of the most pressing
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Com
mittee for Aeronautics .

problems with the minimum duplica Capt. H . M . McClelland , Air Corps , War
tion of effort , Hon . Clarence M . Young , Department .

F . M . Ryan , Institute of Radio Engineers .Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Wesley L . Smith , American Air Transport
Aeronautics , formed a committee , Association .
known as the liaison committee on Ray Stearns , National Electrical Manu
aeronautic radio research . facturers Association .

The purpose of the committee , in Soon after its organization , the lat
general , is to make surveys of research ter part of January, 1930 , the commit
now in progress and of those problems tee began its surveys and studies , the
calling for research ; to determine results of which are presented in this
what steps , if any , need be taken to first report , which includes a statement
insure the most effective application of governmental and other require
of research to the needs of aeronau ments affecting this field of research ;
tics , to recommend suitable research a survey of research in progress on
programs , and to report from time to | aeronautic radio problems ; and pre
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liminary conclusions and recommenda - | reliability of air transportation . The
tions as to the direction of such re experience gathered in 18 months of
search in the future . operation of radio range beacons has
As an aid to consideration of each demonstrated that the beacon system
of these , the committee has prepared is indispensable . The beacons now in
the topical outline of the aeronautic operation are of the aural type, in
radio research field which is included which the pilot listens to signals
as Appendix 1. Appendix 2 indicates whose character changes when off the
the research work which has been done course . A system of beacons of the
to date , through the medium of ref visual-indication type, in which an in
erences to published articles . strument on the dashboard indicates

whether on or off the course , has been
II. The requirements of aeronautic developed ; it will probably supersede

radio research the aural -type beacons if it demon
strates in routine service tests, about

Before proceeding to an account of to be begun , the advantages which
the research in progress , the commit have appeared in the development
tee desires to present a statement of stages .
certain conditions to be kept in view in No alterations or additions are re
aeronautic radio development , arising
largely from the requirements of the

quired in the medium - frequency air
craft radio receivers now commerciallyDepartment of Commerce in the main available in order to receive the sigtenance of the airways . Much of the
nals of the visual-type beacon . It isflying in the United States is , and will

continue to be , on established airways .
only necessary to connect a vibrating
reed indicator to the radio receiver ,Research not only must necessarily

provide primarily for the needs of in
place of the headphones . The vi

brating - reed indicators are commerci
these airways , but also must include
work on the requirements of the in ally available . On account of the

audio - frequency selectivity of the yidependent pilot as well. brating reeds , the visual system is parThe Aeronautics Branch of the De ticularly free from the effects of severepartment of Commerce performs the atmospherics or interference fromfollowing functions in connection with
aeronautic radio : ( 1) Establishes and other radio stations . The visual-

type

operates a system of radio range beacon
gives an extremely sharp and

beacons marking out the airways and reliable indication of the
precise

course to be flown , with no effort on
a network of airways radio stations
for the broadcasting to airplanes in

the part of the pilot.
flight of current weather information It appears that the transmitting ap
on scheduled periods ; ( 2) establishes paratus for either type of beacon is
requirements and enforces regulations

rugged , dependable , and readily lends
itself to semiautomatic operation . Byfor radio equpiment on aircraft and

airways ; and ( 3 ) conducts research
installing duplicate transmitters the

on radio communication , radio -navi greatest degree of reliability is as
gation systems , blind - landing aids , and sured ; apparatus for turning on the
related problems . stand -by radio transmitter automati
Regulations have recently been put cally in case of failure of the trans
into effect which require that all air | mitter in operation has already been
craft carrying passengers in scheduled

developed . If the visual-type beacon
is adopted , the present aural -type beainterstate service , and all airways over

which they operate , be provided with con transmitters will probably be re
equipment which is considered neces tained as stand -by transmitters in
sary by the Secretary of Commerce in stead of duplicating the visual-type

the interest of safe and reliable opera transmitters . A stand -by power plant
tion of the particular service involved . to furnish current in the event of
Specifications for detailed equipment

power failure is contemplated at a
required under these regulations have number of stations . The beacon can

not yet been prepared , but radio ap be operated by remote control from
paratus will doubtless be required . the airways radio station where the

radiobeacon is in the immediate vicin
AIRWAYS RADIO SERVICES ity of the radio station , and indicators

located in the radio stations register
The airways radio services already the operation of the beacon so as to
provided by the Department of Com - | advise the radio operator in charge as
merce have added materially to the to the efficiency of performance .
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SIMPLE RADIO RECEIVER STUDY IMPROVED SERVICE

The radio range beacon of either The question of furnishing alternate
aural or visual type requires only a or simultaneous beacon service and
simple radio receiver aboard the air radiotelephone weather information
plane for its reception . A vertical pole has been given considerable study .
seems to be the most effective form of The two services can not be furnished
antenna . The receiving set should be simultaneously with the aural -type
installed as close as possible to the beacon . Experience has indicated that
vertical antenna and manipulated from it is possible to interrupt the beacon
the pilot 's seat by remote control . for station announcements and broad
Some difficulties have been reported casts of weather information for peri
from ice collecting on the vertical pole ods limited to about three minutes .
antenna . Hence , studies of this prob When operated in this manner it is
lem are desirable . Further studies of possible to fl

y

o
n the magnetic com

the characteristics and possibilities o
f pass course during that period with

the various types o
f

antennas are con out confusion o
r permitting the air

templated . plane to deviate to any extent from
Medium -frequency aircraft receivers the course .

for receiving the beacon signals and In the case o
f

the visual -type bea
broadcasts o

f

weather information are con this procedure can be followed in

commercially available . Headphones , either o
f

two ways . The headphones
can be worn continuously by the pilot ,several types o

f

which likewise are

so that he will be certain to hear anyavailable , are required for the aural
voice broadcast whenever it comes o

n ;reception from weather broadcast sta
tions , aural radio range beacons and this requires the addition o

f
a simple

aural -marker beacons . The ordinary electric filter to the receiving set to

radio headphones are sometimes used
prevent the low frequency which actu
ates the reed indicator from producoutside the pilot ' s helmet , can be ad ing a

n annoying note in the headjusted for comfort from time to time ,

and are easily removed . In winter phones . I
f the pilot does not wish to

wear the headphones continuously , heweather when heavy helmets are used ,

will rely o
n the cessation o
f
the reedit is sometimes necessary to cut a hole

and install a suitable grommet opposite vibration , due to interruption o
f

the
radio range transmission , to informthe earpieces . Light -weight head
him that a voice broadcast is aboutphones , with earpieces made especially

to begin ; in this way of working noto fi
t

the pilot , are very satisfactory .

electric filter is required , but , instead ,The headphones should be detachable

a switch is supplied to change fromclose to the body of the pilot in order
reed indicator to headphones .that the pilot may readily free himself However , the visual -type beacon syso

f

the lead between the radio receiver
tem offers the possibility o

f

simulconnection and the headphones .

taneous furnishing o
f

the radioteleAircraft fully equipped with appa phone and beacon services . The tworatus for 2 -way radio communication services can furthermore be given onwill carry , in addition to the beacon the same radio -frequency . The beaconreceiver , a transmitter and a high modulation frequencies are all belowfrequency receiver for communications 150 cycles , while intelligible speech
from the ground stations installed by does not require modulation frequenthe air -transport operators . In using cies below 250 cycles . The two setsthis equipment a split headphone set o

f

modulation frequencies may thereis sometimes employed , one earpiece fore be transmitted o
n

the same carbeing connected to the high -frequency rier frequency . On the airplane a
n

receiver and the other to the medium electric filter may be added to the refrequency receiver . The pilot may re ceiving set so that the frequenciesceive , from either receiver , the mes above 200 cycles are applied to thesages o
r signals o
f

the greater impor headphones and those below 200 cyclestance b
y

manipulating the volume to the vibrating -reed indicator . Thecontrols . In this way the pilot receives research division o
f

the Aeronauticsaural radio range beacon signals and Branch ( a
t

the Bureau o
f

Standards )broadcasts o
f

weather information | has started research work o
n both thefrom the airways radio stations o
n

the transmitting and receiving apparatus .medium - frequency receiver and com With either alternate or simultanemunications from the air -transport | ous working o
f

the visual beacon indiground stations o
n

the high -frequency | cations and the weather broadcasts ,receiver . I the pilot can in addition be continu
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ously standing by to receive any mes - | ments , and it is suggested that inspec
sages sent to him on a high frequency , tion of the bonding and shielding be
or any frequency other than that on made by the factory inspectors of the
which the beacon and weather broad - department to assure effective results .
casts are sent . This can be done by
the use of the split headphone set pre III. Research in progress
viously mentioned , one earpiece being The aeronautic radio research now
connected to each of two radio in progress is summarized herein
receivers . under the organizations that are active

TRAFFIC CONTROL AT AIRPORTS in this field , the work being presented
in each case in the approximate order

The subject of traffic control at air - of the outline of subjects appearing
ports has been given some considera in Appendix 1.
tion . It is expected that low - power Department of Commerce . - Consid
radiotelephone transmitters will be erable research work is necessarily
provided at airports for communica carried on by the Aeronautics Branch
tion at close range , and the Federal of the Department of Commerce inci
Radio Commission has reserved 278 dental to its responsibilities of pro
kilocycles for this purpose , with power viding airways navigational facilities
limited to 10 watts . and of promulgating and enforcing air
Consideration is also being given to regulations. The Aeronautics Branch
the use at airports of a low -power is at present active in all the prin
range beacon to serve as a runway lo cipal divisions of the research field
calizer ; that is , to mark out the direc except that listed under Part I of
tion of the best runway for landing as | Appendix 1. This organization car
an aid to landing under conditions of ries on its research work through its
low visibility . This system will have | research division at the Bureau of
to be used with care , as some airports Standards . The work has been di
are so located that it will not be safe rected largely to navigational radio
to attempt landings under conditions aids and auxiliary studies , as indi
of low visibility owing to the proxim - cated by the publications listed in
ity of hazards , especially in the vi - | Appendix 2.
cinity of cities . However , a low -power One of the activities of the research
airport directive beacon would be quite division is the development of a con
generally useful , and may be installed venient and reliable direction finder
as a supplementary aid to navigation (radio compass ) for use aboard air
in connection with the airways system . planes . This device will supplement
It is suggested that this airport the department 's radio range beacon
beacon be owned and controlled by system by providing a means of navi
the airport and that it be certified by gation for the pilot on an independent
the Department of Commerce as an air route . It is being developed to have
navigation facility . Frequencies should maximum simplicity of operation ,
be reserved on a national basis for this sharpness of direction indication ,
type of radio aid , the selection of the workability through interference , and
frequency taking into due considera positive indication of the direction of
tion the frequency reserved for short - deviation from a desired course .
distance telephony from airports to Course indication may be either aural
aircraft . Research will be undertaken or visual.
to determine the proper limit to be Experimental work is also conducted
placed on the power of these beacons , on the range -beacon system , as needed
to minimize interference . Research is from time to time. The most active
under way on a complete system of phases of this work are :
aids to blind landings and is described The study of means to adjust the
in Section III below . directions of the several courses pro
In order to use radio communication duced by the transmitter to fi

t

the
effectively , it is necessary that the air actual airways radiating from it

s

loca
craft be bonded , and that the electrical tion ; reliability tests o

n course direc
systems aboard aircraft b

e effectively tion as affected by factors such a
s

the
shielded in order that radio interfer - lapse o

f

time , time o
f day , and dis

ence may be eliminated . In some in tance ; the suppression of harmonic
stances airplane manufacturers have radiations ; the development of beacons
not understood the requirements , and giving simultaneously more than four
fully bonded and shielded airplanes are courses from a single transmitter ; and
not generally being produced . The improvements in the receiving equip
Department o
f

Commerce is preparing ment . The latter include : Increasing
specifications covering these require . I the sensitivity through design improve
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ments , leading to increase of distance instrument board constant , the pilot
range and freedom from interference ; comes down to ground on a curved line
study of precision of construction and suitable for landing .
adjustment of the reed indicators ; and
may include later the development of THREE ELEMENTS
automatic volume control for the re
ceiving sets . This general system has the advan

tage that any of the three elements can
BLIND -LANDING SYSTEMS be used where found useful. The run

way localizing beacon in particular
Research is actively in progress on seems to have possibilities of extensive
the simultaneous transmission of ra use , to aid in landing operations under
diotelephony and visual-beacon service special conditions such as low visibil
on the same radio - frequency . This in ity . While completely blind landings
cludes the development of a transmit can be made in heavy fog if all three
ter which will send the two types of of the elements are provided , there are
signals without mutual interference , other conditions where a partial use of
and a filter arrangement for use with the system will be practicable . Thus ,
the receiving sets so that the beacon the runway localizing beacon alone
modulation frequencies will not be will suffice to guide a pilot to the
heard in the telephone receivers . proper landing area when the airplane
The research division is also carry is equipped with some special form of
ing on a program of research on blind landing altimeter . Also , for some con
landing systems, for use at airports . ditions of low visibility it may be feas
Such systems in general include three ible to land by use of an adaptation
elements , or their equivalent , to indi of the landing beam together with
cate the position of the aircraft in suitable lighting equipment at the
three dimensions as it approaches and ground , without the runway localizing
reaches the instant of landing . In the beacon ormarker beacons .
present experiments , lateral position The research in progress includes
( that is , the landing - field runway di also work on such auxiliary problems
rection ) is given by a small directive as antenna design and ignition shield
beacon of the same type as the beacon ing. The study of antennas includes
used for guidance along the airways comparison of the various types of air
but lower in power . Longitudinal posi plane antennas in respect to sensitiv
tion (that is, approach ) is given by | ity , directional errors , and localizing
marker beacons . Height is given by an effect . The shielding work includes
inclined high - frequency radio beam . the development of various devices for
The runway localizing beacon and | ignition system shielding , cooperation
the marker beacons are identical in with manufacturers and others , and
principle with the range beacons and the promotion of shielding standard
marker beacons , respectively , developed | ization ,
for use in flying from one airport to War Department . — The Army has
another , and operate in the same band an active program of research on air
of medium frequencies . The landing plane radio problems . The radio prob
beam used in present experiments op lems are considered jointly with other
erates on about 80 ,000 kilocycles . It fields of research which give promise
is directed at a small angle above the of yielding aids to flying . These in
horizontal , and is used in such a way clude many optical, acoustic , and
as to provide a very convenient gliding other developments . Among the aids
path for the landing airplane , begin to blind flying , the Army is developing
ning at any desired elevation and any further its directive radiobeacons and
desired distance from the landing field . has seven of them constructed for tac
The airplane does not fl

y

o
n the axis tical uses . A semiportable radiobea

of the beam , but o
n

a curved path con has also been developed for head
whose curvature diminishes as the quarters use . Other developments
ground is approached . This path is include direction finders , leader cable ,

the line of equal intensity o
f

received marker beacons , landing beams , re
signal below the axis of the beam . flected radio -wave altimeters , and 2

The diminution o
f intensity as the air way communication o
n medium -high

plane drops below the beam axis is frequencies . In general , the latter ex
compensated by the increase o

f

inten periments , made in Ohio , indicated
sity due to approaching the beam that troublesome fading occurred a

t

transmitter . Thus , by flying the air about 7
5 miles when using high fre

plane along such a path a
s
to keep the quencies . The necessity of shielding
pinfection of a microammeter o
n the 1 is apparent , and the Army has been
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increasingly successful in solving this , antennas on an airplane are satisfac
problem , as it has placed the respon tory for transmission as well as recepsibility more fully on its engine organ tion . These higher frequencies are not
ization rather than its radio organiza entirely dependable for communication
tion . Considerable attention has been under all conditions . Equipment has
given to problems of power supply , recently become available commercially
and the best solution appears to be for 2-way telephony throughout the
the use of a geared double -voltage range of 200 to 6 ,000 kilocycles . The
generator . airplane transmitters use about 50
Navy Department . -- The require watts and the ground transmitters
ments of the Navy are basically those about eight to ten times that power ;
of 2-way telegraphy . In the develop the transmitters are available with
ment of navigational devices the Navy piezo control and 100 per cent modu
is particularly active in research on lation . There are also available satis
the direction finder on the airplane . factory small airplane transmitters for
In one type of airplanes it uses a fixed - itinerant flyers , with piezo control andloop antenna built into the airplane a power output of 10 watts .
at right angles to the direction of Some of the commercial organiza
flight , and uses the simple aural mini tions are developing radio devices for
mum method , the equipment serving | aviation with the viewpoint that radio
as a homing device only . In patrol is one of several physical means of
airplanes use is made of two fixed solving the navigational problems of
loop antennas in the airplane wings ; flight . Radio devices may be coordi
the direction finding being accom nated with such instruments as the
plished by a Bellini- Tosi arrangement . barometric altimeter , the magneto
The Navy is specifying shielded en compass , and devices of sonic type .
gines on some types of airplanes, thus A number of types of altimeter are
putting the problem of shielding on being developed or studied . Other re
the manufacturer . Research on gen search problems on the program of
erators for power supply is in prog commercial organizations are the char
ress . The Navy is not only requiring acteristics of airplane antennas , the
bonding but is developing tests to in quality of airplane telephone transmis
sure the adequacy of bonding after sion , and the development of powerdelivery of the airplane . sources (generators , dynamotors , etc .) .
National Advisory Committee for Particular attention is being given
Aeronautics . — This agency of the Gov to ignition shielding . Complete shield
ernment conducts research on a num ing of all electrical circuits has been
ber of aeronautic subjects . Its inter found necessary for proper radio re
est in radio has been largely the ception on airplanes . One of the de
maintenance of a subcommittee on velopments is the design and construc
problems of communication of its com tion of a complete airplane engine
mittee on problems of air navigation , circuit outfit with all shielding a part
which considers particularly the data of the original basic engine assembly
and problems of radio -wave transmis design . The design of effectively
sion as affecting aircraft communica shielded spark plugs is being pushed .
tion . Aeronautic manufacturers and oper
Radio manufacturers and commer ators . - - Apparently the airplane manu
cial laboratories . There is consider facturers are not carrying on any radio
able activity among commercial l'e research . The air transport operators
search organizations and radio and in general carry on research only in
electricalmanufacturers in research on an incidental way and on such details
radio communication distance ranges . as appear in connection with practical
This is largely incidental to the de operation from time to time. These
velopment of commercial radio trans detailed studies are usually in con
mitting and receiving equipment . nection with the application of devices
Transmission data for the conditions or methods . The studies center
of aviation are becoming available for around considerations of personnel ;
all frequencies up to 6 ,000 kilocycles . that is , the application of radio meth
Very satisfactory 2-way service can be ods in such a way as to adapt them to
had throughout the 1,500 –6 ,000 band the practical needs of the pilots or
over 100 miles distance range . The other personnel that use them .
lower ones of these frequencies give One problem at present , which has
greater distances but transmission been given some preliminary study , is
from an airplane with them requires the effect of ice which collects in
trailing -wire antennas . With the flight on the vertical pole antenna . On
higher ones of these frequencies , fixed some airplanes under certain condi
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